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ABSTRACT

Fatigue crack prediction is a critical aspect of prognostics and health management research. The particle filter
algorithm based on Lamb wave is a potential tool to solve the nonlinear and non-Gaussian problems on fatigue
growth, and it is widely used to predict the state of fatigue crack. This paper proposes a method of lamb wave-
based early fatigue microcrack prediction with the aid of particle filters. With this method, which the changes in
signal characteristics under different fatigue crack lengths are analyzed, and the state- and observation-equations
of crack extension are established. Furthermore, an experiment is conducted to verify the feasibility of the pro-
posed method. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the three different resampling methods are compared.
The results show the system resampling method has the highest prediction accuracy. Furthermore, the factors
affected by the accuracy of the prediction are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Prognostics and health management (PHM) has recently become a novel engineering research hotspot
[1–6], and it deals with the real-time assessment of a system under its practical operating conditions. Various
surface-mounted sensors may be used in order to excite and collect a guided wave signal [7]. When a guided
wave signal acts on damage that exits inside the structure during propagation, it produces reflection and
scattering. Then, according to the propagation characteristics of guided waves inside the structure,
appropriate feature extraction technology can be used to analyze the collected wave signals that indicate
damage information [8]. Compared to traditional detection methods that may be unable to predict
damage, PHM combines modern detection technology, modern digital signal processing technology, and
machine learning [9–11], which greatly reduces the maintenance cost and time of the system [12,13].

Fatigue crack is an important aspect of PHM research, which significantly involves developing safety
features as well as the extension of working time [13]. Xu et al. [14] developed a novel method for
fatigue crack identification based on nonlinear pseudo-force that appears at the location of a fatigue crack
and vanished elsewhere. In their study, the ultrasonic nonlinear relative coefficient was used to
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quantitatively describe fatigue crack, which demonstrated that the nonlinear coefficient initially increased,
after which it decreased with the increase of the fatigue crack [15]. Lu et al. [16] quantitatively studied
nonlinear parameter variation during crack growth via finite element simulation and experiment with a
comparison of the results.

Due to complex work environments, however, the growth of fatigue cracks may be easily affected by a
plethora of uncertain factors, such as material properties, temperature, unsteady force, and humidity [17,18].
Dodson et al. [19] developed the thermal sensitivity of dispersion curves and validated it. Abbas et al. [20]
evaluated the impact of temperature on damage detection and provided an optimal baseline for thermal
during ultrasonic lamb wave monitoring. Moreover, in most actual conditions, fatigue crack growth is
nonlinear and exhibits non-Gaussian uncertainty. These uncertainties, in turn, increase the difficulty of
fatigue crack monitoring. Hence, in order to deal with this level of uncertainty, a particle filter (PF) was
introduced [21], which used a nonlinear state-space model and PF algorithm to evaluate the probability
density function of the state, which demonstrated that the PF method was viable. Due to the combination
of PF prediction methods with the crack growth law particle filter algorithm and online real-time
monitoring, they do not need much test data, thus widening its scope for use in engineering.

With the development of non-destructive monitoring technology, PF, in conjunction with ultrasonic
lamb wave detection, may be more suitable for application in engineering. Yang et al. [22] proposed a
method of crack prognosis and compared it to Extended Kalman Filtering (EKF), which illustrated the
superiority of the PF-based approach. Additionally, Chen et al. [23] used hole-edge crack specimens as a
fatigue experiment object. According to the piezoelectric transducers (PZTs) active lamb, a method of
online fatigue crack prognosis was presented, which adopted PF to deal with crack growth and monitor
uncertainties. Neerukatti et al. [24] derived a methodology that combined a physics prediction model and
data-driven localization method in order to estimate crack growth.

The aforementioned studies were based on the standard PF. Following particle propagation, weight
computation, resampling, and the sample impoverishment [25] may be introduced, thereby increasing the
number of particles that can deal with sample impoverishment [26]. However, this solution costs requires
additional time and more advanced hardware. Hol et al. [27] compared four kinds of resampling methods
and analyzed the pros and cons of the four resampling algorithms according to the perspectives of
resampling quality, computational complexity, and uniform distribution. Crack growth is a complicated
process; predictive models are often established using an approximate method [23], and prediction
models inevitably produce errors. The choice of resampling method is an important step in improving
prediction accuracy.

Accordingly, this paper proposes an early fatigue microcrack damage prediction method based on the
particle filter algorithm. Combined with finite element simulation, the variation in characteristic
parameters when the wave passes through different crack lengths is then analyzed, while the damage
index (DI) is used to observe crack length. The RMS of three different resampling methods is
subsequently compared. Finally, the errors caused by the crack shape are discussed.

2 Framework of the Particle Filter Based on Fatigue Crack Growth

2.1 State-Space Model for Crack Growth
The state-space model based on the crack propagation law consists of a state equation and observation

equation [28], as shown in Eq. (1).

xk ¼ f ðxk�1; wk�1Þ
yk ¼ gðxk ; vkÞ

�
(1)

where xk−1 is the crack length at time k, f( ⋅ ) is defined by a crack growth model, through which the crack
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growth law from time k − 1 to k is started, wk−1 is the uncertainty of crack growth. yk is the observation value,
which includes the fatigue crack information at the time k. g( ⋅ ) is a model, which is the relationship between
the observation value and the crack length. vk refers to uncertainties during testing.

Paris’ law [29] is often used to describe the growth of fatigue crack, for which crack propagation is
shown in Eq. (2).

dx

dN
¼ CðDKÞm (2)

DK ¼ Dr
ffiffiffiffiffi
px

p
(3)

whereN is the number of loading cycles, C andm are material parameters and ΔK is the stress intensity factor.
The method [25] is simple to calculate. Eq. (2) is rewritten as

ln
dx

dN

� �
¼ lnðCÞ þ m lnðDKÞ (4)

The specimens are labeled as {Lj, j = 1, …, S}, the M group of crack measurement is collected
fxji; i ¼ 1; . . . ; Mg and the corresponding load cycles are labelled as fNj

i ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; Mg, where xj0 is
the initial crack length. The crack growth rate can then be expressed as

dx

dN

� �j

i

� Dxji
DNj

i

¼ xji � xji�1

Nj
i � Nj

i�1

(5)

Given the crack growth rate fðdx=dNÞji; i ¼ 1; . . . ; Mg and stress change factor ΔK, ln(Cj) and mj,
which corresponds to the specimen Lj can be obtained through linear fitting.

The uncertainty estimate of crack propagation can be written as

ln
Dx

DN

� �
¼ ln½CðDKÞm� þ w (6)

eji ¼ ln
Dxji
DNj

i

 !
� ln fC½DKðxjiÞ�

mg (7)

where difference eji is assumed to be the uncertainty of crack growth, which affects the crack growth rate.
Then, the difference between the samples can be used to calculate the variance r2w of the random variable w.

r2w � Varfeji; i ¼ 1; . . . ; M ; j ¼ 1; . . . ; Sg (8)

In order to consider uncertainty during the growth of fatigue crack as well as for simplification [30],
Eq. (2) can be discretized as the state Eq. (9).

xk ¼ xk�1 þ CðDKÞmDN þ w (9)

where ΔN is the discrete load step and w is the uncertainty of the growth crack, which follows Nð0; r2wÞ.
Among the acquired monitored signals, the increase in the crack can cause signal distortion, energy

attenuation, and phase delay [31]. Accordingly, such characteristic parameters can be used to describe the
current state of fatigue cracks. In order to quantify these features, the damage index (DI) was used, which
evaluates the difference between the undamaged signal and the signal with fatigue load information. The
results demonstrated that the S0 mode is more sensitive to early fatigue cracks compared to that of
A0 mode [32]. Therefore, the first wave packet (S0 mode) was used to calculate DI, which is given to
Eq. (4).
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DI ¼ 1� CXY

rXrY
(10)

where CXY is the covariance of the two signals, σX and σY are the mean square deviations of the two
signals, X is the baseline signal and Y is the monitored signal during crack propagation.

The corresponding observation is descriptive of the fatigue crack monitoring result, which can be
obtained to fit all of the specimen’s DIs under different crack lengths, as shown in Eq. (11).

yk ¼ b0 þ b1xk þ b2x
2
k þ b3x

3
k þ vk (11)

where {b0, b1, b2, b3} are the coefficients of polynomial fitting.

The uncertainty of measurement is assumed to be normally distributed and is expressed as
v � Nð0; r2vÞ. The damage factor variance of crack length xi can be expressed as

ðr2vÞi � Varfyji; j ¼ 1; . . . ; Sg (12)

2.2 Based on Different Resampling PF Methods
The standard PF was provided by the findings put forward by Gordon et al. [33], which was applied to

the nonlinear and non-Gaussian problem. The PF was designed to calculate the posterior pdf p(xk | y1:k) with
the specimen’s observations [34]. The Bayes theorem is used to calculate the posterior pdf p(xk | y1:k), as
expressed in Eq. (13).

pðxk�1 j y1:k�1Þ ¼
R
pðxk j xk�1Þpðxk�1 j y1:k�1Þdxk�1

pðxk j y1:kÞ ¼ pðyk j xkÞpðxk j y1:k�1Þ
pðyk j y1:k�1Þ

8<
: (13)

However, the pdf p(xk | y1:k) is actually difficult to calculate. The basic idea of the PF is to approximate
the posterior pdf p(xk | y1:k) through a set of particles fxik ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; Ng with their normalized weights
f~wi

k ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; Ng

pðxk j y1:kÞ �
XN
i¼1

~wi
kdðxk � xikÞ (14)

where δ( ⋅ ) is the Dirac delta function, N is the number of particles, fxik ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; Ng are sampled from
the pdf p(xk | y1:k).

When p(xk | y1:k) is unknown, the importance density function q(xk | y1:k) can then be introduced.
Therefore, a posterior estimate can be expressed using Eq. (15), in which the particle weight is defined as
in Eq. (16).

x̂k ¼
Z

xk
pðxk j y1:kÞ
qðxk j y1:kÞqðxk j y1:kÞdxk (15)

wi
k /

pðxk j y1:kÞ
qðxk j y1:kÞ (16)
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The importance density function can be derived as

qðxk j y1:kÞ ¼ qðxk�1 j ykÞqðxk j xk�1; y1:kÞ (17)

The unnormalized weight can be calculated through the iteration of Eq. (18).

wi
k ¼ wi

k�1

pðyk j xikÞpðxik j xk�1; y1:kÞ
qðxik j y1:kÞ

(18)

The weight normalization is shown in Eq. (19).

~wi
k ¼

wi
kPNs

i¼1 w
i
k

(19)

where pðyk j xikÞ is the likelihood value corresponding to the particle. Due to the simplicity of the conversion
probability density function (PDF), the particle filter algorithm adopts the conversion probability density
function as the importance density. Therefore, the weight update can be simplified into Eq. (20).

wi
k ¼ wi

k�1pðyk j xikÞ (20)

The prognostic result [29] of the crack length xk is calculated as in Eq. (21).

x̂k ¼
XN
i¼1

xik ~w
i
k (21)

The following describes three resampling methods:

(1) Residual resampling [27]

n0i ¼ ½Nwi� copies of the particle xi are allocated to the new distribution. Additionally, m ¼ N �P n0i
particles are resampled from {xi} by making n

00
i copies of particle xi where the probability for selecting xi

is proportional to w0
i ¼ Nwi � n0i using one of the aforementioned resampling schemes.

(2) Systematic resampling [35]

N ordered numbers are then generated, as shown in Eq. (22).

uk ¼ ðk � 1Þ þ ~u

N
(22)

where ~u � U ½0; 1Þ, k = 1, 2, 3…N, which are then used to select x�k according to the multinomial distribution.

Here,

x�k ¼ xðF�1ðukÞÞ (23)

where uk 2
Pi�1

s¼1
ws;

Pi
s¼1

ws

� �
, F−1 denotes the generalized inverse of the cumulative probability distribution

of the normalized particle weights.

(3) Multinomial resampling [27]

N ordered numbers are generated.

uk ¼ ukþ1~u
1
k
k (24)
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uN ¼ ~u
1
N
N (25)

Here, ~uk � U ½0; 1Þ, which are used to select x�k according to the multinomial distribution.

The resampling method involves eliminating particles that have small normalized importance weights
and copying upon particles with large weights, setting all the weights to 1/N.

2.3 Framework of the Prediction Process
Fig. 1 shows the framework of the prediction process, which is roughly divided into three steps.

Step 1. Record the number of loads and crack length during the fatigue crack growth process, calculate
the crack growth parameters, and establish the crack growth state equation.

Step 2. Obtain response signals under different fatigue crack conditions via ultrasonic lamb wave
detection technology, extract characteristic values, and establish observation equations.

Step 3. Use particle filter algorithm to realize early fatigue microcrack prediction.

3 Experimental Evaluation on Plates

3.1 Finite Element Simulation
In order to ascertain the energy change of lamb waves passing through different crack lengths, numerical

experiments are performed using the finite element method (FEM). An aluminum plate with the encastre
boundary condition is modeled using the ABAQUS software, as shown in Fig. 2.

A through-thickness crack with a width of 0.5 mm was modeled onto the side of the plate. In order to
simulate early fatigue cracks, at the center of this crack, another size crack was cut out with a width of 0.1 mm
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Figure 1: Framework of the prediction process
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Figure 2: Geometries of the specimen
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and length varying from 0 to 12 mm, which had an increment of 3 mm, as shown in Fig. 3. The pitch-catch
configuration was often used for damage detection, and the actuator and receiver were set on both sides of the
damaged region.

According to the dispersion curve of Lamb wave propagating in a 6061-T6 aluminum alloy plate with
5 mm thickness, when the frequency thickness product is less than 2 MHz �mm, the excited lamb wave
possess only two modes, S0 and A0. The excitation frequency of the Lamb wave is then set as be 0.148
MHz, as shown in Fig. 4. The properties of the material are listed in Table 1.

Figure 3: Crack simulation diagram

Figure 4: 5-cycle excitation signal for lamb wave
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Fig. 5 illustrates the response signal under different crack lengths. Fig. 6 shows that when the lamb wave
is reflected when passing through the crack, the energy is attenuated, flight time becomes longer, and the
whole waveform is distorted. In light of these three characteristics, fatigue cracks of different lengths can
be designated.

Table 1: Properties of specimen

Material Young’s modulus E(GPa) Density ρ(kg/m3) Poisson’s ratio ν

Al6061-t6 69 2700 0.33

Figure 5: FEM simulation response signals of different crack lengths

Figure 6: Damage index, time, normalized amplitude under different length crack
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3.2 Experimental Setup
With regard to verify the proposed method, a fatigue test for plate specimens consisting of 6061-

t6 aluminum was performed. The thickness of all specimens was 5 mm, which were labeled from L1 to
L5. A 5 mm notch was then machined at the specimen’s edge in order to initiate the direction of fatigue
crack growth. As illustrated in Fig. 1, two sensors were adhered onto the plate specimen surface, and
PZT1 was applied as the actuator to activate the lamb wave, while PZT2 was used as the sensor to
acquire the wave signal. The crack specimens and sensor layouts are shown in Fig. 7.

The Lamb wave based on the SHM technique was used for fatigue crack detection, which was sensitive
to fatigue crack. The change in characteristics was due to discontinuities introduced by the growth of fatigue
crack. These discontinuities can disperse and reflect the energy of the original Lamb wave, triggering
changes in wave characteristics [36]. The fatigue crack can then be identified by extracting feature
changes from the Lamb wave signals.

A Multipurpose Servohydraulic Universal Testing Machine (Serises LFV 250 KN) was used to apply
fatigue load. Specimen L1 was initially performed to determine the fatigue load with a fracture load of
35 KN. According to the results, a sinusoidal load with a peak value of 10 KN was chosen for specimens
L2 to L5. The stress ratio was r = 0.1, and the frequency of fatigue load was selected as 15 Hz, as shown
in Fig. 8a. Accordingly, a 5-cycle sine burst signal with 160 kHz central frequency and ±48 V amplitude
was excited by PZT1. The Lamb wave signal was then acquired at a sampling rate of 256 MHz.

During the fatigue test, a digital microscope was used to observe the growth of the crack. When the crack
grew to about 1 mm, the specimen was taken down. The system was then used to monitor the fatigue
specimen, as shown in Fig. 8b.

Figure 7: Plate specimen

Figure 8: (a) Fatigue tensile test setup, (b) The testing equipment for the fatigue specimens
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3.3 Fatigue Crack Growth and Test Results
Fig. 9 shows the L2 growth of the fatigue crack to 3 mm. The appearance of fatigue cracks caused

discontinuities within the material structure as well as the energy attenuation and phase delay of Lamb
waves passing through the discontinuous positions. Fig. 10 shows the waveform changes of the S0 mode
under different fatigue crack lengths, while Fig. 11 shows the changes of the three typical characteristic
parameters of DI, Normalized amplitude, and Time delay with the length of the fatigue cracks. The
results demonstrated that the DI and phase increase with a rise in fatigue cracks, while the amplitude
decreases with the increase of fatigue cracks. The results are noted to be consistent with the simulation
analysis.

Figure 9: The growth of fatigue crack to 3 mm

Figure 10: Response signals of different crack lengths
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Fig. 12a shows the crack growth curve of specimens L3–L5, in which the uncertainty of the material is
evident. Fig. 12b describes the DIs under different fatigue crack conditions. Fig. 12c illustrates the DI curve
of the specimens L3–L5 under different fatigue cracks, which was small during early fatigue crack growth.
There were a number of uncertainties with the growth trajectories of the fatigue crack. According to the
sensor arrangement, when the crack was small, the lamb wave of the S0 mode did not directly pass
through the crack, having a lesser signal distortion.

3.4 State-Space Model for the Plate
In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed method. L3–L5 specimens were used to establish the state-

space model, while L3–L4 specimens underwent prognostic validation. As mentioned in Section 2.1, material
parameters log C0, m and σw of specimens L3–L5 were calculated [22], as shown in Table 2.

The value of log C0 and m were obtained as log C0 = −39.75, m = 5.406, r2w ¼ 0:1692, which were then
applied to Eq. (9), where the discrete load step was set as ΔN = 50 and the particle number was set to 5000.

Figure 12: (a) N-crack length curves. (b) Crack length-damage index. (c) Observation equation fitting
curves

Figure 11: Damage index, time delay, normalized amplitude under different length crack

Table 2: Material parameters

Specimen L3 L4 L5 Mean

log C0 −34.2 −40.38 −44.67 −39.75

m 4.436 5.482 6.3 5.406
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According to Eq. (10), the DI data were calculated from the L3–L5 specimens. The curve fitting tool was then
used to fit the observation equation, as shown in Fig. 12c. Furthermore, the RMSE of the fitting curve was
selected as the observation uncertainty, which was 0.012 and v∼N(0, 0.012).

By substituting the calculation parameters into Eq. (1), the state and observation equation were obtained,
as shown in Eq. (26).

xk ¼ xk�1 þ CðDKÞmDN þ w
yk ¼ �0:000211x3k þ 0:0076x2k � 0:0688xk þ 0:1846þ v

�
(26)

4 Result and Discussion

Figs. 13 and 14 show the predicted results of specimens L3, L4. Fig. 15 illustrates RMSE (Root Mean
Square Error) under three resampling methods. According to the figure, the systematic resampling method
possessed a small prediction error.

DI was used to quantify the length of the crack, which was the energy attenuation and phase delay when
the wave passed through the crack that was directed by the shape of the crack, affecting the accuracy of the
observation. The fatigue crack is divided into three stages during growth: initiation, propagation, and fracture
[37]. The fatigue crack growth extended from a closed crack to an open crack, which then finally broke [22].
Using Paris’ law to study crack growth and by calculating the material parameters, lgC and m were only
considered in the Paris region (propagation). Moreover, initiation and fracture were not suitable for this
law, increasing the error of fatigue crack prediction.

Figure 13: The prognosis results of specimen L3. (a) Residual resampling. (b) Systematic resampling. (c)
Multinomial resampling

Figure 14: The prognosis results of specimen L4. (a) Residual resampling. (b) Systematic resampling. (c)
Multinomial resampling
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When the wave passed through a closed crack, wave A passed through directly, whereas wave B passed
through the crack tip. The wave received by the piezoelectric plate was a superposition of these two waves.
When the wave passes through an open crack, only wave B passed through the crack [38], as shown in
Fig. 16. Regarding different specimens with the same crack length, when the wave passed through the
fatigue crack, the energy attenuation and phase delay of waves A and B were different, resulting in
different DIs. Moreover, the distance between the tip of the pre-crack as well as the propagation path had
an effect on the DI of the fatigue crack [8]. The closer the distance, the more sensitive the early fatigue
crack DI changes with length. Meanwhile, the farther the distance, the less sensitive the early fatigue
crack DI changes with length.

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes an ultrasonic Lamb wave fatigue damage detection method according to the particle
filter algorithm. Here, the change in eigenvalues when the lamb wave passes through the open crack is
simulated by the finite element method. Additionally, this experiment analyzes the energy and phase
changes of the S0 mode when passing through the crack. Accordingly, the findings of this study
demonstrate that as the crack increases, the energy attenuation and DI rise, while the phase delay
becomes longer. The simulation is found to be consistent with the results of the experiment. Moreover,
the residual resample prediction errors of L3 and L4 are noted to be 0.48 and 0.7, while the systematic
resample are 0.46 and 0.66, and the multinomial resamples are 1.94 and 0.75. The RMS under the three
different resampling methods are then compared, in which systematic resampling is found to have a

Figure 15: The prediction RMS of specimen L3 and L4

PZT1

PZT2

Wave B

Wave A

Crack

Figure 16: Schematic diagram of wave propagation through the fatigue crack
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smaller prediction error. The results demonstrate that the proposed method is capable of effectively
predicting fatigue crack propagation. Finally, the factors that may cause prediction errors are discussed. In
view of the corresponding findings, conducting a further analysis on the propagation mode of Lamb
waves under different crack types is needed. According to present results, the following conclusions were
drawn:

1. The increase of the growth fatigue crack has an obvious effect on the characteristic parameters of
ultrasonic Lamb waves, which can be used to establish a fatigue crack observation model.

2. The particle filter algorithm can be used well in order to solve the uncertainty in crack propagation
and can realize the prediction of the fatigue crack.

3. The prediction errors of the system resampling algorithm are 0.46 and 0.66, which are smaller than
those of the other two resampling algorithms.
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